Abstract-Computed tomography angiography (CTA) is a stabilized tool for vessel imaging in the medical image processing field. High-intense structures in the contrast image can seriously hamper luminal visualization. Metal artifacts are an extensive problem in computed tomography (CT) images. We proposed directional restoration filtering process with Fuzzy logic in order to reduce metal artifact from CT images. We create two sets by iteration process and these sets will be sorted in ascending order. After sorting we take two elements from two data sets and the tracking both elements will be selected from the second position of those sorting arrays. Intersection Fuzzy logic will be executed between two selected elements and Gaussian convolution operation will be performed in the entire images because of enhancement the artifact affected CT images. In this paper, we investigated a fully automated intensity-based filter and it depends on the gray level variation rating. This results in a better visualization of the vessel lumen, also of the smaller vessels, allowing a faster and more accurate inspection of the whole vascular structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Now a day's medical image processing is a most important task in diagnosis of diseases. Computed tomography (CT) [1] is highly noninvasive compared to other medical imaging modalities (e.g. Ultrasound imaging, Magnetic resonance). Unfortunately, CT image is corrupted by metal artifact when stent wire is used in cardiac functionalities. We are interested in metal artifact reduction in computed tomography (CT) reconstruction. The application subcontext is that of vascular imaging in the presence of a metal stent. Metal artifact reduction is one of the most important preprocessing tasks in the computed tomography processing field and it is a very complex and critical preprocessing step for feature extraction, segmentation, classification, registration from medical CT images.
Various artifact reduction techniques have been proposed, namely, statistical reconstruction algorithms [2] are more robust to the data inconsistencies that cause these artifacts. Most modern scanners implement various data preprocessing techniques to reduce these artifacts, many of which can amplify data noise [3] . [4] Used statistical reconstruction procedure on a sinogram that had been preprocessed by a metal artifact method. Moreover, metal artifact reduction by sinogram subtraction and simplistic interpolation may induce other artifacts in reconstructed images [5] . Many image denoising methods are proposed basis on wavelet, local statistics, contourlet transform, non-linear adaptive thresholding . Extra-Energy Reduction (EER) [20] function is formulated based on local degree of unsmooth pixels in order to imperative results as well as create stable and equilibrium state in the entire images. Laplacian pyramid-base nonlinear diffusion (LPND) method [35] used for speckle reduction and edge preservation. The automatic determination of the gradient threshold used in the LPND. LPND method used MAD (Median Absolute Deviation) operator [36] for determination of the gradient threshold. An edge sensitive diffusion method [37] [i.e. speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion (SRAD)] is the speckle reducing anisotropic nonlinear diffusion filtering approach to spatial adaptive filtering as well as it demonstrates effective results of denoising in homogeneous regions in an image.
Our proposed method is based on the intersection fuzzy logic and iterative reconstruction in getting data set from the directional image data structure. The method does not require a lot of memory to run and does not require a lot of time to converge final consequences. The introducing method is more convenient for real life application and provides large amount of clinical benefits and faster algorithm for reducing metal artifact from CT images as well. The prime purpose of our investigated method is to reduce metal artifact from CT images. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical background of the proposed method, including structural representation of the filtering technique, is presented. Section 3 describes evaluation criteria for checking performance with other state-of-theart algorithms (e.g. Perona-Malik (P-M) [34] , SRAD [37] , LPND [35] and EER [20] We proposed direction oriented iterative reconstruction filtering process with Fuzzy logic for reducing metal artifact from CT images. Our investigated method based on a fully automated intensity variation while iterative method is used for estimating metal artifact pixel values from the experimental images. We create two sets by iteration process and these sets will be sorted in ascending order. After sorting we take two elements from two data sets at the target point. The tracking both elements will be selected from the second position of those sorting arrays. Then Fuzzy intersection logic will be executed between two selected elements and Gaussian convolution operation will be performed in the entire image. In figure 1 , we consider A and B direction oriented data sets which are generated from the original CT image I(x,y), where image size is X  Y.
Set A is generated by following procedure:
And similarly set B is generated by following procedure:
Where big-R is the iterative operator and it has been adopted and implemented in Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA) [38] and r is the total number of element of the data sets in each step of filter execution. Where r = 5 and it is a positive odd integer number. 
Where superscript n is the number of iteration and t=2 is the target point in the selected data array, which is the most important task for getting significant desire result. We know metal artifact is mainly occurred in the high intensity gray level of the CT images, so we have to take appropriate decision about target point selection for super artifact reduction from CT images.
Let 
Gaussian convolution mainly is used for smoothing an image and the standard deviation is the degree of smoothness in the image. If we consider large standard deviation then we need large kernel size for better result because large standard deviation provides higher degree of smoothness.
III. EVALUATION CRITERIA
We investigate the filter performance by applying two metrics Mean Square Error (MSE) [20] and Edge Preservation Factor (EPF) [20] .The edge preservation ability of the filter is compared by Edge Preservation Factor and it is computed using (EPF): 
Where ΔI and ΔId are the high pass filtered versions of images I and Id, obtained with a 3x3 pixel standard approximation of the Laplacian operator. The larger value of EPF means more ability to preserve edges.
Mean Square Error (MSE): 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The proposed method has been applied to 2-D axial CT image with have been corrupted by metal artifact. The computation is carried out on MATLAB 7.12.0.635(R2011a) in a Core i5 2.50GHz and 4GB RAM laptop having a Windows 7 operating system. Here, we show the filtered images and try to depict the performance of filters about metal artifact reduction in Table 1 -4 and Visual performance is also shown in figure  1-7 respectively.
Here, we represent our experimental result in subjective about artifact reduction in axial CT images. Filtered images are given below for making sense about filter performance:
From figure 2 and 3, we see that filtered images are more stable and clear rather than previous metal artifacts affected images and the huge amount of artifact is reduced from the original images as well as the investigated filter creates the highly smoothing and better visual quality in the same time as well. So, we can say that filter is more powerful and efficient for artifact reduction for making stabilized filtered images. From figure 4 and 5, we see that filtered images are maintained structural view and enhance the contrast of the artifact corrupted images by reducing metal artifact from the axial CT images.
Statistical comparisons among some state-of-the-art algorithms are given below: From figure 6 and 7, we can see that our proposed filtered image is much clearer than other existing filtered images that mean noise reduction capability is very high of the proposed method in homogeneous and edge portions. Existing filters are unable to reduce excessive edge noises and in the mean time those filters blur the image and lose the clinical information only except our investigated method. In this paper, we proposed direction oriented iterative reconstruction filter with fuzzy logic which is depends on automated intensity of CT image for metal artifact reduction. The Experimental results on CT images show that the proposed method can reduce artifact effectively and significantly while edges, textures and point targets are smoothed as well as preserved. Simulated artifact corrupted CT images show better visual quality. This method mainly depends on the signal direction according to the magnitude variation in the CT images. Our proposed method is especially effective for highly inhomogeneous image and can be used widely for artifact and the calcification plaque strongly reduction and the enhancement of the structure of artifact affected CT images.
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